and persimmon (piospyros virginiana) are important in American industry not because of the quantity consumed but because of the unusual combination of properties which fits them for special uses. Other woods have some of the same properties, such as hardness, toughness, fineness of texture, and smoothness when subjected to wear, but few if any possess them all to such a degree as dogwood and persimmon. This combination of properties is of special value for shuttles, bobbins, spool heads, golf club heads, infants' shoe lasts, small handles, brush backs, turnpins, mallets, pulleys, and many novelties.
Shuttle blocks and shuttles, for which dogwood and persimmon, together with a small quantity of boxwood, are the only woods used at present, stand out in importance far above the other products mentioned. Shuttles are indispensable to the cotton, woolen, and silk mills of the country, representing a capitalization of over $5,000,000,000.
Also there is a constant demand from foreign countries for over half the shuttle blocks manufactured here.
The demand for dogwood is met with difficulty, and for a number of years the wood has commanded a higher price than most other woods native to the United States brown.
Michx.).
Both woods are so well suited for certain specialized articles in domestic and foreign industry, and the supply of each is so limited that they should be utilized with a minimum of waste.
THE TREES DOGWOOD
In the whole world there are about 50 species of dogwood. Of the 16 or 17 species native to the United States only 4 grow to tree size (at least 8 feet in height and 2 inches in diameter) -flowering dogwood, Pacific dogwood, rough-leaf dogwood, and blue dogwood. Table 1 gives the chief characteristics of these four species, of which the most important commercially is the flowering dogwood. Although flowering dogwood is not so large as its Pacific relative Cornus nuttallii, its occurrence on a large area in the eastern part of the United
States near the present consuming markets and principal points of export gives it an obvious advantage.
Flowering dogwood gets its name from the profusion of flowers that it bears in the spring.
( Fig. 1 The tree occurs generally as an understory scattered among larger hardwoods, or as an understory to the southern yellow pines. Seldom, if ever, i,s dogwood found in pure stands. At best it yields as much as 2 cords to the acre ; but often 15 or 20 acres will produce no more than a cord.
The tree rarely reaches a height of 40 feet. It develops a short trunk 6 inches and more in diameter of which usually 4 to 8 feet is merchantable. (Fig. 3. In Table 3 certain properties of dogwood are compared with those of hickory, white oak, persimmon, and the well-known eastern white pine. These values indicate that both dogwood and persimmon are rather difficult to kiln-dry. but that when once properly dried they rank high in ability to stay in place. Column 3 represents a gradation from those woods which possess the greatest ability to stay in place under conditions of actual use (I), to those species which do not possess that ability to the same extent (II) .
Column 5 represents a gradation from those which possess the greatest nail-holding power (I) In the manufacture of approximately 11,000 boxwood shuttles from thick boxwood lumber, the percentage of waste was greater than in dogwood.
The shuttle manufacturer finds it difficult to sell his accumulation of waste blocks, although they are generally uniform in size, well seasoned, and available for quick shipment. Manufacturers of small wood products such as chisel, awl, and knife handles, requiring strong, hard, and dense woods, will find shuttle manufacturers glad to dispose of this material rather than to burn it for fuel. It is generally more uniform in size and better seasoned than the waste which accumulates at the rough block mills in the South and is in excellent condition for the articles mentioned.
The high loss of shuttle blocks in the manufacture of shuttles is not altogether necessary. Certain users of shuttles demand that the wood in the shuttles they order be absolutely perfect. They will not permit the slightest defect in the wood of the completed shuttle, regardless of whether that defect will cause loom interruptions or not.
Small knots present in some parts of the finished shuttle where they would cause no interruptions are not admitted. Shuttle users who appreciate more the increasing scarcity of good dogwood will not demand a shuttle the wood of which is absolutely perfect, when the defects are so small as not in any way to hinder the proper operation of the shuttle.
PRODUCTS OTHER THAN SHUTTLES SPOOL AND BOBBIN HEADS
The heads of many thousands of spools and bobbins ( fig. 19) are made of dogwood. The barrels of spools are generally made of less expensive materials, such as beech, birch, and maple. For the heads of spools and bobbins, however, which are liable to split and break when dropped, no other native wood is superior to dogwood.
In making heads for spools and bobbins, the ends of the rough dogwood bolts are sawed off, the thickness depending upon the thickness of the desired head and the diameter upon the size of the material available. Spool and bobbin heads manufactured in the rough are V/ 2 to 4 inches in diameter, and one-half inch to 1^4 inches thick. The average price is $6 to $8 per thousand pieces.
In the bobbin and spool industry there is at present a tendency to substitute fiber for wooden heads. Fiber is very satisfactory for heads and may ultimately replace a large part of the many kinds of wood now so employed. Dogwood for heads will, however, continue to be employed for some time.
PULLEYS
Small pulleys ( fig. 19) properly cared for bolts of this kind are large enough to resist the internal stresses which cause bursting.
The shape of mallet heads varies. The two shown in Figure 19 are well-balanced heads, the one barrel-shaped, and the other cylin- 
